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The open-source code and documentation are hosted on GitHub under a GNU
General Public License at <https://github.com/Ryan-Reese/VMC>.

References & Source Code
A recently published paper attempted to quantify edge-to-edge relations within
graph networks. The paper investigated the effect of instantaneous bond
fluctuations propagating throughout proteins and introduced a quantity known as
bond-to-bond propensity.¹³ To continue our project, we have decided to combine
this idea with community detection using MS, thereby finding robust communities of
bonds within the protein structure. Hence, analogous visualisation functions for
communities of bonds, have been created. However, given that this is a novel
direction whose applications have not been properly investigated, it has been
excluded from the open-source Python package. Hopefully, after further research
into these bond communities, the entirety of the code can be released as part of a
separate paper in the future.

Currently, VMC has been published as an official Python package on the Python
Package Index so that the software can be freely and conveniently installed by other
users. Similarly, online documentation for VMC has been released, which includes
guides, examples, and explains supplementary tools that users may find helpful. 

Outlook

VMC is a multi-functional Python software package that provides a suite of visualisation
tools. The primary goal is usability and accessibility for fellow researchers. For instance,
given a set of MS results at a particular Markov timescale, atoms can be coloured according
to their communities in PyMOL using a single built-in function. (Figure 5)

The software also allows multiple Markov timescales to be visualised at once, in which case,
snapshots of atom communities at each timescale are automatically named and saved in
PNG format. These snapshots can then be compiled into an animation using another built-in
function, allowing users to visualise Markov time acting as a resolution parameter that finds
increasingly coarser partitions corresponding to larger communities. (Figure 6)

Finally, the package also includes a function that allows the results of MS analysis to be
plotted and viewed from within the same PyMOL⁹ window. The function also automatically
labels the most robust partitions as detected by PyGenStability¹⁰ and displays the number
of atom communities at these Markov timescales. (Figure 7)

Implementation & Examples

Thus far, no software has been published that allows the obtained graph partitions to be
highlighted directly on the protein structure. The results of MS analysis are only relevant if the
location and distribution of atom communities can be visualised in their proper context. Assisted
by the open-source molecular visualisation system PyMOL⁹, VMC solves this issue by providing a
convenient interface to visualise atoms on the protein according to their respective communities. 

Within our scheme, we have utilised the Python package BagPype¹⁰, which automates the
construction of the protein's graph representation using the atomistic cartesian coordinates
contained in its PDB file. The atomistic graph is parameterised with energies representing weak
and covalent bonds, and then encoded into a weighted adjacency matrix. We have combined this
with a recently published Python package implementation of MS under the name PyGenStability¹¹,
which provides a convenient interface for C++ implementations of the Leiden graph-partitioning
algorithm. VMC is therefore intended to act as the final visualisation step of a 3-part scheme.

Compared to other methods, the absence of course-graining means that robust atom communities
encoded in the protein sturucture emerge directly from the detailed physico-chemical information
at the smallest atomic scale. Moreover, as MS follows the time evolution of a Markov diffusion
process taking place on the graph, no community scale has to be imposed a priori. The entire
multiscale structure of the protein can therefore be disclosed.

Scheme & Methods

Over the past few years, a significant  amount of effort has been placed on developing and
applying computational approaches that can reveal fundamental properties of
biomolecules. Recently published examples include software capable of predicting allosteric
sites¹ and signalling pathways² within proteins. Here, we present a Python package known
as VMC (Visualise Markov Communities), which intends to streamline the process of
colouring multiscale communities of atoms within proteins.

These communities of atoms are found by performing computational analysis using Markov
Stability (MS) on the energy-weighted atomistic graph representation of the protein. MS is
an established and computationally-efficient graph-partitioning method that can be used to
identify robust atom communities encoded in the atomic protein structure.³ These robust
partitions correspond to biochemically relevant substructures of the protein. As the quality
of a partition in MS is linked to a stochastic Markov process taking place on the graph, all
levels of spatial resolution can be explored.⁴ This allows critical functional and structural
subunits such as amino acids, secondary structures, and larger subdomains of the protein
to be uncovered in an unsupervised manner.⁵ This application of MS is well-established and
has been applied to study multi-scale organisation in biomolecular structures such as
myosin,⁶ caspase-1,⁷ and the neuronal network of C. elegans.⁸
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